Abstract. We briefly discuss the unified theoretical framework that allows explaining a variety of experimental observations with one single "fishbone-like" dispersion relation. We also point out the relationship of MHD and shear Alfven waves in the kinetic thermal ion frequency gap with microturbulence, Zonal Flows and Geodesic Acoustic Modes, emphasizing its importance in determining long time scale dynamic behaviors in burning plasmas.
A variety of experimental observations have recently renewed the interest in the detailed structures of the Alfven continuum at low frequencies: excitations of Beta induced Alfven Eigenmodes (BAE) by finite amplitude magnetic islands (FTU [1] , TEX-TOR [2] ); finite frequency fishbone oscillations at the Geodesic Acoustic Mode (GAM) frequency [3] and "low-frequency feature" of Alfven Cascades (JET) [4] ; observation of a broad band discrete Alfven spectmm (DIII-D with toroidal mode numbers in the range n r^ 2^ 40) excited by both energetic ions (low-n) and thermal ions (high-n) [5] ; and more recently the evidence of GAM stmctures (DIII-D [6] , TEXT [7] , CHS [8] , JIPPT-IIU [9] , TIO [10] , JFT-2M [II] , AUG [12] , HL-2A [13] ). In this work, we demonstrate that all these observations can be explained within one single theoretical framework, which elucidates the fundamental physics that is responsible for phenomena, which may appear so different. This single theoretical framework not only explains and clarifies a variety of experimental evidences, but suggests as well new experimental investigations to be made in present day machines and poses new challenging questions to be addressed by next step experiments and theories of burning plasmas. Exempli gratia, due to the degeneracy of GAM and BAE accumulation points [14, 15, 16, 17] , these questions encompass issues that impact macroscopic MHD as well as plasma microturbulence in a subtle way, which are addressed in the present work.
SHEAR ALFVEN WAVES AND MHD
Shear Alfven (s. A.) waves are one of the three fundamental MHD waves of an infinite uniform magnetized plasma, together with fast and slow magnetosonic waves. Their crucial role in determining burning plasma performance is well known [14, 15, 18, 19] we do not discuss it here. We rather emphasize that equilibrium geometry is very important in determining both linear and nonlinear behaviors of these waves that are observed in great variety of different experimental conditions. Their classification according to empirical observations has produced a "zoology" of Alfvenic fluctuations [20] . However, it has been pointed out that there exists a single unique theoretical framework for describing all these modes, which obey one single general "fishbone-like" dispersion relation [15, 16, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24] iA{co) = 5Wf + 5Wk .
(
Here, iA{co) is the inertial layer contribution due to thermal ions, while the right hand side (rh.s.) comes from background MHD and energetic particle contributions in the regular ideal regions. Equation (1) [21, 22, 23] that sets the threshold condition for EPM excitation. Here, q is the safety factor, RQ is the tokamak major radius and ^ is the parallel wave-vector Equation (1) holds for MHD modes as well [15, 16, 21] , e.g. for fishbone oscillations [26] , that are the first notable example of EPM [21] and AE [27] . Although Eq. (1) In the KTI gap, various kinds of s.A. and MHD fluctuations are possibly excited by either fluid {5Wf) or kinetic {SWj^) physics [15] . The kinetic expression of A in the low-frequency MHD regime (|o)| <C cObt, with cObt the thermal ion bounce frequency) has been derived in [29] , showing the crucial role of magnetically trapped thermal ions. Trapped thermal ions have been also shown to play an important role in modifying 5Wk by precession resonance Landau damping, which is expected to significantly affect the internal kink mode stability in ITER [30] . Finally, the role of trapped thermal ions in determining the structure of the s.A. and MHD spectra via A has been recently pointed out [31] , confirming that the MHD inertia enhancement factor for |«| <C cObt is identical to the zonal flow (ZF) polarizability [32] induced by ion temperature gradient (ITG) turbulence [16] .
The general kinetic expression of A for («fo <\co\-^ COA isgiveninRefs. [25, 33] 
where the functions, F(x), G(x), N{x) and D{x) are defined as F{x) +x(x^ + 3/2) + (
, with Z(x) = ^-1/2 j^^g-j I{y -x)dy ihs plasma dispersion function. With A given by Eq. (2) in Eq. (1), one can explain observations in JET of finite frequency fishbone oscillations at the GAM frequency [3] , as discussed in [16] , and "low-frequency feature" of AlfVen Cascades [4] , as explained in [24] on the basis of the results of [34] . Meanwhile, the same dispersion relation describes s.A. wave destabilization (both AE and EPM) by energetic particles as well as thermal ions [34] : fast ions dominate mode excitations at long wavelengths, while thermal ions play the major role at higher mode numbers. In particular, for finite Vr" there is a threshold in n (or (a-^Ti [25] ) above which s.A. waves can be excited via the Alfven ITG (AITG) [34] mechanism, i.e. resonant wave particle interactions with thermal ions. Thus, Eq. (1) explains the evidence of a broad band discrete Alfven spectrum with « '~ 2 -^ 40 in DIII-D [5] . All these observations demonstrate that burning plasmas will be characterized by dynamic behaviors, which cannot be captured by simple models as MHD. Kinetic thermal ion physics will affect low frequency MHD as well as s.A. wave excitations by energetic ions, yielding important cross-scale couplings on long time scales, which are favored by the similar time scales of these processes, which all occur in the KTI gap [15] . As a further demonstration of these phenomena, it is worthwhile mentioning the excitation of BAE by finite amplitude magnetic islands onFTU [1] and TEXTOR [2] .
SHEAR ALFVEN WAVES AND MICROTURBULENCE
The relationship of MHD and s.A. waves in the KTI frequency gap with microturbulence (AITG) is evident from the discussions in the previous section, since Eqs. (1) and (2) demonstrate that all these phenomena occur on similar time scales, facilitating crossscale couplings and enhancing their roles in determining long time scale dynamic behaviors in burning plasmas. These long-time scale nonlinear behaviors also occur due to mediation by zonal structures, i.e. the nonlinear equilibria [35] that are formed, e.g., by ZF [36] , zonal fields [37, 38, 39] , and radial cormgations of equilibrium profiles [14, 40] , and are important for the overall burning plasma performance. The symmetry between ZF polarizability induced by ion temperature gradient (ITG) turbulence [32] and the MHD inertia enhancement factor for |(«| <C O)?,, [16] has been emphasized in the previous section. The specific roles of geometry and magnetically trapped particles in determining zonal structures and their interaction with microturbulence is discussed in [35] ; thus, caution should be used with analyses of long time scale nonlinear behaviors based on MHD. Here, we focus on GAM as the finite frequency counterpart of ZF.
Within the present theoretical framework, one interesting aspect of GAM is that they are degenerate with the BAE accumulation point in the long wavelength limit [14, 15, 16, 17] . This is due to the fact that, following Ref [17] , the radial equation describing GAM and the corresponding continuous spectrum, as well as BAE inertial layer equation at the s.A. continuum accumulation point {hqRo = 0), can be obtained from the flux surface averaged quasineutrahty condition
where 5Jr is the fluctuating radial current and (...) denotes magnetic flux surface averaging. The BAE/GAM degeneracy is important, since it further extends the argument of cross-scale couplings between MHD and s.A. waves in the KTI frequency gap discussed above. Meanwhile, it has been shown that electric field and density fluctuation radial envelopes are modulated by GAM via an energy-conserving triad interaction [17] , reflecting the resonant nature of GAM-microturbulence nonlinear coupling as shown by cross-and autobicoherence analyses of experimental observations onHL-2A [41] . The existence of a GAM continuous spectrum made of radial singular stmctures, which is the counterpart of the s.A. continuum, plays a crucial role in experimental observations that depend on the source spatial profile and temporal coherence [17] . The interplay of space and time scales of source and GAM continuum determine the response of the system and, ultimately, experimental observations. Thus, the non-homogeneous GAM problem must be solved in the presence of a source term [17, 42, 43] . As in the case of the s.A. continuum, out of which EPM are excited when waveparticle resonant drive exceeds continuum damping, energetic particles can excite modes out of the GAM continuum. Energetic particles are readily included into Eq. (3), since it coincides with the flux surface averaged vorticity equation. This, in turn, can be taken in the reduced form of Eq. (13) of Ref [24] , which is appropriate for investigating fast ion excitations of low frequency waves. Combining the flux surface averaged Eq. (13) of Ref [24] withEq. (2) of Ref [17] , one readily derives which requires FQE velocity space anisotropy since GAM are nearly («,/w) = (0,0) toroidally and poloidally symmetric modes, while we dropped the fast ion residual contribution to the polarization current as it is typically negligible [24] .
When Eq. (4) is solved as a boundary value problem, global GAM structures can be found [44] , that are destabihzed by the fast ions [45] . Furthermore, in the small fast ion orbit limit, the rh.s. of Eq. (4) has the form -dr {^t/{q^R^)AQ^dr5^); thus, the local GAM continuum frequency [17] is shifted according to Q? = Q.Q^J^ + AD^ [46] . This results follows the same idea of [28] for evaluating the effect of energetic ions on the accumulation point of the TAE frequency gap. Generally, however, energetic ion orbits are not small and give negligible contribution in the inertial layer region. Equation (4) is structurally the same as Eq. (23) of [47] , where it was shown that bound states can be obtained with localized energetic ion radial profiles, which drive the mode where the source term is strongest. For energetic ions localized at ro, we assume r.h.s. <x exp(-(r -ro)^/i|) :i; 1 -{r -rQ)^/L\ [47] , with Z^ the characteristic scale of the energetic ion radial profile. Summarizing the results of [47] , localized solutions (bound states), which are affected by an exponentially small continuum damping, exist if \Lc\ > LE with L^^ = drol'O-A^i^liro), where QQ is the mode frequency and we have explicitly maintained the dependence of AQ on r. More detailed discussions of this case and of the analogy [47] with EPM [23] will be given in a separate work. Here, we want to focus on the opposite limit, \Lc\ <C LE, when coupling of the mode with the GAM continuum becomes of order unity. Since the mode structure is dr5 where the l.h.s. represents GAM continuum damping and 5WE plays the role of potential energy due to fast ion contributions in the ideal regions. Equation (6) is the exact counterpart of the EPM dispersion relation [23] . In fact, near marginal stability, jj-= i-aodc^^RaWE)-' fsgn(Qo)Imgrg-""ff^^ ) ,
expressing the mode excitation when the mode drive by fast ions exceeds continuum damping. Meanwhile, the real mode frequency is given by RQ5WE{0.O) :i; 0, i.e. it is determined by fast ions nonresonant response. For consistency, we must also have \Lc\ "C LE, i.e. AQ(Q^;ro) must be sufficiently small, otherwise the \Lc\ ^ LE limit applies. In this way, the mode frequency driven by the locahzed energetic ion source is not too different from the local GAM continuum frequency [17] .
